Dear Parents,

Salt and Preppers
Molly – for great phonics.

Lester’s Learners
Patrick C - for outstanding sentence writing.

Double Js
Skyla – for her positive classroom attitude.
Alex – for always giving his best effort and for his great manners and behaviour.

Macs
Robbie – for great behaviour and participation in class.
Lachie B – for his positive attitude and the effort he puts into his work.

To:-
23/3 Mac H
26/3 Mitchell R
26/3 Bryce H

Volunteer BBQ Chefs

Sausage Sizzle

10:35am-12:00 pm on a Friday once a month. Thank you to the parents who have already volunteered. However, the more we have, the lighter the load. Please contact Kaz on 0423 338 253 if you can help.

Sausage Sizzle is on every Friday with sausages and home ice-cream ice blocks.

Sausage and bread $1.20
Ice block $1
Sausage and ice block deal $2

End of Term One – Thursday, 28 March

With Good Friday being Friday, 29 March, our last day of Term 1 is Thursday, 28 March. If it feels as though we’ve had a short term, we have. Term 1 was planned to be 9 weeks, which is relatively short anyway. On top of that, we lost our first week due to the flooding at the start of the year. Our Easter break will be over 2 weeks with school returning on Monday, 15 April. A 2013 school calendar is attached.

Spelldrome High Fliers

Congratulations to Natalie Bujayer (1 190 points), Luke Chamberlain (1 030 points), Tia Hansen-Turner (1 250 points), Reilly Wharton (1 200 points), Tom Collyer (1 710 points), Jai Evans (1 000 points), Andrew Gover (1 350 points), Tarneeka Sheargold (1 050 points), Corey Hanks (1 050 points), Mac Hendren (2 350 points), Ethan McCormack (3 100 points), Jemima Pacey (2 050 points), Maverick Pearce (1 500 points), Cameron Rose (1 050 points), Jodie Schultz-Miche (1 370 points), Makaela Jordan (1 110 points), Scarlett Rowe (1 340 points) and our top scorer, D-Jay Wilson (5 050 points), who all finished with some great scores in Spelldrome last week.

Sports Reports

Cricket A
The A team won a smashing contest 64-27. The team did a great job, taking some sensational wickets and making fantastic runs. Jason and Corey kept the pressure on Wallaville with some accurate bowling. The best player of the day was Corey with the great keeping and bowling. Thank you to Wallaville for putting up a fantastic game. You can also be congratulated for some great bowling and batting and putting up a strong fight.

By Liam

Softball A
The softball A team had a lot of energy and excitement on Friday. The best hitters of the game had to be Robert, Tyler and Alex. The scores ended up with Wallaville winning a close contest, 20 to 18. Even though our efforts didn't win the game, we played with awesome spirit and we competed right to the finish.

By Andrew

Kind regards,

Gin Gin Little Athletics

First week of training starts on the 20th of April. This starts at 8.30 am. All athletes to have water, hats, and shoes must be worn at all times. Make sure shoes are comfortable to run in. Sign on before the end of April to go into the draw to win a $100. Each athlete goes into the draw. For more information, please contact Jackie Walker on 0429381936

Easter Cent Sale in Aid of Gin Gin Hospital Auxiliary
Saturday 23 March
At RSL Hall Gin Gin
Doors open 12.30pm
Entry $1

Lucky Door Prize, Jackpots, Raffles and Afternoon Tea
There are 193 school days in 2013. Semester 1 2013 commences for teachers on January 24 and for students on January 29.

STUDENT FREE DAYS
Student free days for teachers to undertake professional development activities are January 24 and 25, and October 21. Schools are able to decide when their three flexible days will be held, as long as they are in the school holidays or out-of-school hours.

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Public holidays are set by the Industrial Relations Minister. Public holidays for a local show are not shown due to diversity of dates across the state.

FINAL DATES FOR STUDENT ATTENDANCE
November 15 is the final date for Year 12 attendance for receipt of a Senior Statement. November 25 is the final date for student attendance in Years 10 and 11.
Some schools in regional, rural and remote areas will close for the Summer holidays on December 6. All other state primary, secondary and special schools will close on December 13.
In 2014, all state schools will re-open for students on January 28.
The information in this calendar was correct at the time of publication (Nov 2012) but may be subject to change.

For more information and the latest version of this calendar, visit www.education.qld.gov.au